Quantifying the effect of experimental perturbations in single-cell RNA-sequencing data using graph signal processing
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Abstract

Single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) is a powerful tool to quantify transcriptional states in thousands to millions of cells. It is increasingly common for scRNA-seq data to be collected in multiple experimental conditions, yet quantifying differences between scRNA-seq datasets remains an analytical challenge. Previous efforts at quantifying such differences focus on discrete regions of the transcriptional state space such as clusters of cells. Here, we describe a continuous measure of the effect of an experiment across the transcriptomic space. First, we use the manifold assumption to model the cellular state space as a graph (or network) with cells as nodes and edges connecting cells with similar transcriptomic profiles. Next, we create an Enhanced Experimental Signal (EES) that estimates the likelihood of observing cells from each condition at every point in the manifold. We show that the EES has useful properties and information that can be extracted. The EES can be used to identify how gene expression is affected by a given perturbation, including identifying non-monotonic changes from only two conditions. We also show that we can use both the magnitude and frequency of the EES, using an algorithm we call vertex frequency clustering, to derive subsets of cells at appropriate levels of granularity (tailored to areas that change) that are enriched in the experimental or control conditions or that are unaffected between conditions. We demonstrate both algorithms using a combination of biological and synthetic datasets. Implementations are provided in the MELD Python package, which is available at [https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD](https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD).

1 Introduction

As single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) has become more accessible, the design of single-cell experiments has become increasingly complex. Researchers regularly use scRNA-seq to quantify the effect of a drug, gene knockout, or other experimental perturbation on a biological system. However, quantifying the compositional differences between single-cell datasets collected from multiple experimental conditions
remains an analytical challenge because of the heterogeneity and noise in both the data and the effects of a given perturbation.

Previous work has shown the utility of modelling the transcriptomic state space as a continuous low-dimensional manifold, or set of manifolds, to characterize cellular heterogeneity and dynamic biological processes. In the manifold model, the biologically valid combinations of gene expression are represented as a smooth, low-dimensional surface in a high dimensional space, such as a two-dimensional sheet embedded in three dimensions. The main challenge in developing tools to quantify compositional differences between single-cell datasets is that each dataset comprises several intrinsic structures of heterogeneous cells, and the effect of the experimental condition could be diffuse or isolated to particular areas of the manifold. Technical noise from scRNA-seq measurements, stochastic biological heterogeneity, and uneven exposure to a perturbation can frustrate any attempts to understand differences between single-cell datasets.

Our goal is to quantify the effect of an experimental perturbation on every single cell state observed in the matched experimental and control scRNA-seq samples of the same biological system. We explicitly define and quantify an enhanced experimental signal (EES), which represents the effect of an experimental perturbation across the manifold as a change in the probability of observing each transcriptomic profile in the treatment condition relative to the control. We assume that the cell profiles observed in each experiment are sampled from an underlying multivariate probability density function over the transcriptomic state space that describes which cell states are likely to be observed in a given condition. For example, it is more likely to observe neuronal cells in a sample of brain tissue than in a peripheral blood sample. Next, we assume that the effect of an experimental perturbation is to change this underlying probability density. For example, if you knock out a gene, some neuronal types or even transcriptional states of the same type may be more or less likely to be observed in a scRNA-seq dataset. The key observation here is that we expect to observe a continuous spectrum of changes in probability across the cellular manifold (Fig. 1). Because the effect of an experiment is continuous, we seek to estimate this effect across all the observed regions of the manifold, namely at each single-cell profile sampled from either condition.

Although several methods exist for merging multiple single-cell datasets, previous work comparing multiple datasets either compare cluster proportions or quantify differential gene expression between samples. Most published analyses of multiple scRNA-seq samples follow the same basic steps. First, datasets are merged applying either batch normalization or a simple concatenation of data matrices. Next, clusters are identified by grouping either sets of cells or modules of genes. Finally, within each cluster, the cells from each condition are used to calculate statistical measures, such as fold-change between samples. However, reducing the experimental signal to cluster proportions of some fixed size sacrifices the power of single-cell data. In particular, we demonstrate cases in the following sections where subsets of a cluster are enriched and others subsets are depleted, but in the published analysis these nuances were missed because the analysis focused on fold-change in abundance of each cluster.

Instead of quantifying the effect of a perturbation on clusters, we focus on the level of single cells. First, we use the manifold assumption to create a simplified data model, a cell similarity graph where nodes are cells and edges connect cells with similar transcriptomic profiles. We then apply tools from the emerging field of graph signal processing to compute the EES as the likelihood of observing a given cell in the treatment condition relative to the control. This signal takes high values for cell profiles that are more likely to be observed in the experimental condition and less likely to be observed in the control, and vice versa.

In the sections that follow, we show that the EES has useful information for the analysis of experimental conditions in scRNA-seq. First, it can be used as a measure of transcriptional response to a perturbation on
a cell-by-cell basis to identify the cells most and least affected by an experimental treatment. Second, it is able to identify gene signatures of a perturbation by examining how gene expression covaries with the EES. Third, we show that the frequency composition of the EES can be used as the basis for a clustering algorithm we call vertex frequency clustering, which identifies populations of cells that are transcriptionally similar and are similarly affected (either enriched, depleted, or unchanged) between conditions. To demonstrate these advantages, we apply this analysis to a variety of biological datasets, including T-cell receptor stimulation [15], CRISPR mutagenesis in the developing zebrafish embryo [17], and a newly published dataset of interferon-gamma stimulation in human pancreatic islets. We also provide a set of quantitative comparisons for both algorithms using ground truth simulated scRNA-seq data. In each case, we demonstrate the ability of the EES to identify trends across experimental conditions and identify instances where use of the EES and vertex frequency clustering improves over published analytic techniques.

Implementations of the EES algorithm and vertex frequency clustering are provided in the Python package MELD, so named for its utility in joint analysis of single-cell datasets. MELD is open-source and available on GitHub at [https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD](https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD).

2 Results

We propose a novel approach to quantifying compositional differences between single-cell experiments inspired by recent successes in applying manifold learning to scRNA-seq analysis [19]. The manifold model is a useful approximation for the cellular transcriptomic space because not all combinations of gene expression are biologically valid. Instead, valid cellular states are intrinsically low-dimensional with smooth transitions between similar states. This implies, for example, that there is no discontinuity in gene expression as a cell transitions between subtypes of the same general cell state within an organism. However, it is possible that the bridges between distant cell states (e.g. between a blood cell and a neuron) are not observed in a dataset because the shared ancestral cell state is transiently present in an earlier developmental stage than that of the experiment. Here, these distant states would be modelled by multiple disconnected manifolds that each are locally continuous. The power of scRNA-seq as a measure of an experimental treatment is that it provides observations of cell state at thousands to millions of points along the manifold in each condition. In this context, our goal is to quantify the change in enrichment of cell states along the manifold as a result of the experimental treatment (Fig. 1).

For an intuitive understanding, we first consider a simple experiment with one treatment condition and one control. We seek to compute a score that reflects the conditional likelihood that each cell comes from experimental or control conditions computed over a manifold approximated from all cells from both conditions [19]. This score can be used as a measure of the effect of the experimental treatment because it indicates for each cell how much more likely we are to observe that cell state in the treatment condition relative to the control condition (Fig. 1). We refer to this ratio as the Enhanced Experimental Signal (EES).

As has been done previously, we approximate the cellular manifold by constructing a simplified data geometry represented by an affinity graph between cells from both conditions [2-8]. In this graph nodes are cells and the edges between nodes describe the transcriptional similarity between the cells. We then take a new approach to analyze the structure of this graph representation inspired by recent advances in graph signal processing [20]. A graph signal is any function that has a defined value for each node in a graph. As such, it is natural to represent gene expression values, labels indicating the sample origin of each cell, or the EES as a signal over a graph. To derive the EES, first we use the condition from which each cell was sampled to define a signal over the graph that we call the Raw Experimental Signal (RES). In a simple two-sample experiment, the RES would be defined as -1 for cells from the control condition and +1 for cells in
Figure 1: To quantify the effect of an experiment, we consider the results of the control sample (a) and experimental samples (b) as two empirical probability density estimates over the underlying transcriptomic cell state space. In this context, the experimental effect can be modelled as the change in the probability density in the experiment relative to the control (c). (d) MELD quantifies this effect by denoising the Raw Experimental Signal (RES) on the cell similarity graph to learn the Enhanced Experimental Signal (EES). The EES indicates how prototypical each cell is of the experimental or control conditions.

We then filter the RES by applying a low pass filter, which can be thought of as averaging values of the RES across the neighbors on the graph, with higher weighting on nearer neighbors. The output of this filter gives the EES (likelihood score), which is smooth because neighboring cells on the graph will have similar likelihoods of being observed in a given condition. However, because we want the likelihood score to be unaffected by cell sampling variations across the manifold, we use a customized filter that adapts to local variations in density as well as noise patterns in the data. For example, these local variations might represent a small group of cells that are enriched in the experimental condition, but are part of a relatively larger cluster that is depleted.

2.1 Overview of the EES algorithm

We calculate the EES in the following steps that are each explained in more detail below:

1. First, we compute an affinity graph over the cellular state space with an adaptive kernel that cancels out changes in sampling density across the state space.
2. Next, we create a discrete signal, the RES, over the graph using the labels indicating the sample from which each cell was sequenced.

3. Finally, instead of direct averaging over the cellular state space (or graph domain) to compute likelihood, we apply a novel filter in the frequency domain to smooth this signal.

The first step of the EES algorithm is to create a cell similarity graph in which neighboring cells (i.e., cells with small distances between them) are connected by edges. There are many ways to construct such a graph, and in general the algorithm presented here can work over any such construction. The default graph construction implemented in the MELD toolkit quantifies cell similarity (i.e., the edge weights of the graph) using the $\alpha$-decay kernel proposed in [3], which can be interpreted as a smooth $k$-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) kernel. However, in cases where batch normalization is required, we first apply a variant of Mutual Nearest Neighbors (MNN) to merge the datasets [9]. The MNN kernel is described in Section 4.1.11.

Next, we use the input experimental label to create the RES on the graph. For simple two-sample experimental cases, cells from the control condition are assigned a value of -1 and cells from the experimental signal are assigned a value of +1 (Fig. 2a). For more complex cases, such as in a series of drug titrations, the raw signal can be assigned continuous values corresponding to the dosage of the drug. Alternatively, the RES can be defined as a multidimensional signal when comparing the differences between categorical conditions, that cannot be defined ordinally on the number line, such as among three or more replicates or genotypes. We discuss this application in Section 7.9.

Finally, to compute likelihood scores we take a weighted average of the RES values at neighborhoods centered at each node on the graph. By taking averages over neighborhoods, we are essentially binning or aggregating information contained within the RES over a region of the graph, similar to how a histogram might be used to estimate density of a variable. This corresponds to a smoothing operation that can be implemented by low-pass filtering in the graph frequency domain. However, as mentioned above, we do not want
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\caption{Clustering and Experimental Analysis with MELD (a) The Windowed Graph Fourier Transform and EES values at four example points shows distinct patterns between a transitional (blue) and unaffected (red) cell. This information is used for Vertex Frequency Clustering. (b) Ordering cells by the EES reveals gene expression changes of the experimental condition. (c) Examining the distribution of EES scores in vertex-frequency clusters identifies cell populations most affected by a perturbation.}
\end{figure}
to apply a simple averaging which might be insensitive to subpopulations of cells being affected differently than neighboring cell states. Instead, we formulate the low-pass filter as an optimization problem where we seek to learn the EES such that it is both smooth signal over the graph and penalized for large changes from the original RES. Thus, the resultant low-pass filter respects the changes and decision boundaries offered in the RES while taking local averages at appropriate levels of granularity throughout the manifold to derive an EES that accurately reflects the conditional likelihood of every point in the manifold being generated in the control or experimental conditions.

2.2 Derivation of the EES Low Pass Filter

To derive and explain the custom low-pass filter, we consider the frequency composition of the RES and EES. The analysis of such frequency composition relies on the graph Fourier transform, which is based on a generalization of classic harmonics (i.e., sinusoidal waves oscillating at certain frequencies) to graph harmonics that capture analogous notions or regularity and smoothness [20]. Formally, the graph Fourier transform decomposes graph signals into a weighted sum of eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian, $L$, which serve as harmonics in this case. For completeness, further details and background from graph signal processing are provided in Section 4.1.3.

Since the EES estimates conditional likelihood of the experimental label over the manifold, we smooth the estimate around a neighborhood of each cell. This operation in the frequency domain corresponds to low-pass filtering. However, we do not use a simple low pass filter for smoothing the EES, which would impose a global standard for smoothness at all points along the manifold. Instead, we allow for variable degrees of smoothness along the manifold by also considering signal reconstruction. Thus, in areas where small populations of cells along of the manifold are enriched or depleted, the filter adapts to these higher frequency changes in the conditional likelihood.

This strategy is expressed as the optimization:

$$y^* = \arg\min_y \|x - y\|^2 + \beta y^T L y$$

Here, $x$ corresponds to the input RES, $y^*$ is the desired EES, $y$ is the set of all possible signals, and $L$ is a graph Laplacian. The optimization can be broken into two parts: (a) reconstruction, calculated as the minimum Euclidean distance between the raw signal $x$ and $y$; and (b) a smoothness penalty that calculates the sum of squared differences of $y$ across all edges in the graph, adjusted by the weights of the edges. Minimizing these arguments produces the low-pass filtered and denoised signal $y^*$. Usefully, we find that although this filter is expressed as a convex optimization, it has an exact solution as derived in Section 4.1.7.

Additionally, we want the EES to be robust to technical and experimental noise in the measurements. While the low-pass filter will eliminate “high frequency noise,” i.e., adjacent cells on the graph with different values of the RES, it does not address low-frequency noise, which can correspond to a larger biological process that is reflected across the data, such as cell cycle [21]. In these cases, which can be identified by examining gene loadings on Laplacian eigenvectors, we want the flexibility to filter both high-frequency and low-frequency components. To provide this adaptability, we propose a new class of graph filters that can be tuned to graph and signal noise context, given by the following equation:

$$y^* = \arg\min_y \|x - y\|^2 + y^T \mathcal{L}_s y$$

where $\mathcal{L}_s = [\beta L - \alpha I]^p$. 
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Here, $I$ is the identity matrix, and $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\rho$ are parameters that control the spectral translation, reconstruction penalty, and filter order, respectively. In contrast to previous works using Laplacian filters, these parameters allow analysis of signals that are combinations of several underlying changes occurring at various frequencies. For an intuitive example, consider that the frequency of various Google searches will vary depending on if it’s winter or summer (low-frequency variation), if it’s Saturday or Monday (medium-frequency variation) or it’s morning or night (high-frequency variation). In the biological context such changes could manifest as differences in cell type abundance (low-frequency variation) and cell-cycle (medium-frequency variation) \cite{21}. We illustrate such an example in Fig. S2a by blindly separating a medium frequency signal from a low frequency contaminating signal over simulated data. Such a technique could be used to separate low- and medium-frequency components so that they can be analyzed independently. We address each of the filter parameters and parameter selection in more detail in Section 4.1.5. For all of the biological datasets and quantitative comparisons presented in this manuscript, we set $\alpha = 0$, $\beta = 1$, and $\rho = 2$. These are the default parameters implemented in the MELD package.

The optimization in equation (2) may be solved in many ways. To achieve an efficient implementation, the MELD toolkit considers the spectral representation of the RES and uses a Chebyshev polynomial approximation to efficiently compute the EES (see Section 4.1.4). The result is a highly scalable implementation. The EES can be calculated on a dataset of 50,000 cells in less than 8 minutes in a free Google Colaboratory notebook\footnote{Freely available at colab.research.google.com, most instances provide a 4-core 2GHz CPU and 20GB of RAM.} with more than 7 minutes of that spent constructing a graph that can be reused for visualization \cite{3} or imputation \cite{4}. With the EES, it is now possible to address a common problem in single-cell analysis, such as quantifying the effect on an experimental perturbation on gene expression.

### 2.3 The EES improves inference of differentially expressed genes between conditions

Commonly, one wants to know how gene expression changes between two experimental conditions, i.e., one wants to identify a gene expression signature of a given process. When directly comparing gene expression between samples, the data is organized categorically. This limits analysis to comparison of summary statistics such as mean or variance of gene expression between each category. Furthermore, it is impossible to identify non-linear or non-monotonic changes in gene expression between two samples. One major advantage of applying the EES for analysis of experimental perturbations in scRNA-seq is that the EES is a quantitative vector that varies continuously over the cellular manifold. The cells that are most enriched in each condition have the most extreme EES values, and cells equally likely to be observed in either condition have EES values between the extremes. The continuous nature of the EES makes it possible to order cells by EES values and identify continuous changes in gene expression between the most extreme cell states (Fig. 2c).

The EES effectively increases the resolution of the experimental data and enables the recovery of complex non-linear and non-monotonic trends in gene expression with the experimental condition. Even if only two conditions (such as an experiment and control) are measured, the EES can be used to infer which cells exhibit a weak or intermediate response to an experiment. This increased resolution provides the power to regress complex non-linear trends in expression against the EES. We demonstrate the recovery of non-monotonic gene expression signatures on simulated data using only two samples in Fig. S3. In this simulated experiment we generate high-dimensional data emulating a biological transition between two terminal cell states through an intermediate transitional population. One of the genes in this simulation has peak expression in the intermediate cell state, but low expression in both terminal states. We show that directly comparing expression of this gene between samples using the RES shows no difference between samples.
However, the EES reveals the true pattern of gene expression (Fig. S3h).

Beyond examining trends of single genes, one often wants to know which genes are the most strongly affected by an experimental perturbation. These strongly affected genes are often called the gene signature of an experiment or biological process. However, due to technical and biological noise in the experiment, simply calculating fold-change in expression between conditions often fails to recover meaningful changes in gene expression. A key advantage of the EES is that it provides a continuous measure of the experimental signal, which makes it possible to identify gene signatures by ranking genes by their statistical association with the EES (Fig. 2c). We previously developed kNN-DREMI (k-Nearest Neighbors conditional Density Resampled Estimate of Mutual Information) to quantify such trends in scRNA-seq. To characterize signatures of an experiment, we calculate kNN-DREMI against the EES for all genes and rank the genes by these scores. For example, in Section 2.5, we use this approach to identify the gene signature of T cell activation and show that this signature is enriched for genes known to play a role in activation. It is also possible to quantify changes in expression by calculating fold-change only between the cells that are most enriched in either condition. In Section 2.6, we take this approach to calculate fold-change in expression between cells with the top and bottom 20% of EES values and reveal specific responses within zebrafish cell types to Cas9 mutagenesis of chordin. We anticipate that using the EES to quantify gene signatures of an experiment will be a major use-case for the EES algorithm.

2.4 Vertex-frequency clustering identifies patterns of heterogeneity in high dimensional data

Another common goal for analysis of experimental scRNA-seq data is to identify subpopulations of cells that are responsive to the experimental treatment. Existing methods cluster cells by transcriptome alone and then attempt to quantify the degree to which these clusters are differentially represented in the two conditions. However, this is problematic because the granularity, or sizes, of these clusters may not correspond to the sizes of the cell populations that respond similarly to experimental treatment. Additionally, when partitioning data along a continuum, cluster boundaries are somewhat arbitrary and may not correspond to populations with distinct differences between conditions. Our goal is to identify clusters that are not only transcriptionally similar but also respond similarly to an experimental perturbation.

A naïve approach to identify such clusters would be to simply concatenate the EES to the gene expression data as an additional feature and cluster on these combined features. However, we show that this would not correctly identify subpopulations with respect to their experimental response. Fig. S4 provides a simulated case for this, generated using a Gaussian mixture model which separates two cell types along Dim 2 based on their responsiveness to a treatment on Dim 1. Traditional analysis may identify two clusters (based on the binary RES); alternatively, clustering based on k-means and spectral clustering revealed 4 clusters, and Louvain returned 5 clusters. Each of these clusterings identify the pure populations resulting from the reservoirs of enriched cells in condition 1 and condition 2 (which progress along Dim 1), but each fails to treat the non responsive population appropriately, breaking it into two or three pieces.

However, we conjecture that in this example there are 4 meaningful clusters: two each given by the pure cells from condition 1 and 2, one that is a partition of the purely mixed cells (along Dim 2), and the final cluster is the transitioning population between the two enriched groups of cells. While this is merely an illustrative example, our biological analysis will show that analogous situations occur in real experiments.

As no contemporary method is suitable for finding this transitioning structure, we developed an algorithm that uses the graph Fourier domain to cluster cells based on their latent geometry as well as their EES response (Fig. S4d). In particular, we cluster using local frequency profiles of the RES around each cell. This paradigm is motivated by the utility of analyzing cells based on different classes of heterogeneity. This
method, which we call vertex-frequency clustering, is an adaptation of the signal-biased spectral clustering proposed by Shuman et al. [24].

Briefly, the method considers sums of many scales of spectrograms generated from the RES. Each spectrogram is obtained by translating a window function that considers neighborhoods of a specific scale at each vertex, then taking the resulting Fourier transform of the windowed signal. The result of this operation is a vertex-frequency matrix that is \( N \)-cells by \( N \)-frequencies. Each scale is then activated using a nonlinear transformation and summed. Finally, the summation is concatenated with the EES vector, and \( k \)-means is used to cluster the cells based on their multiscale vertex-frequency characteristics. Vertex-frequency clustering separates the value in the EES from its spectral characteristics and allows one to consider both the local spectra as well as the signal value. By considering both vertex and frequency information, one may distinguish between heterogeneous populations which are non-responsive and heterogeneous populations which are in transition.

The algorithm briefly proposed above is discussed in further detail in methods Section 4.2. In particular, we detail a fast implementation using the recently proposed fast graph Fourier transform [25] and the diffusion operator. In the following sections, we demonstrate EES filtering and vertex-frequency clustering on biological data.

### 2.5 The EES identifies a biologically relevant signature of T cell activation

To demonstrate the ability of the EES to identify a biologically relevant EES, we apply the algorithm to 5,740 Jurkat T cells cultured for 10 days with and without anti-CD3/anti-CD28 antibodies published by Datlinger et al. [15] (Fig. 3a). The goal of this experiment was to characterize the transcriptional signature of T cell Receptor (TCR) activation. We visualize the data using PHATE, a visualization and dimensionality
reduction tool we developed for single-cell RNA-seq data (Fig. 3a) [3]. We observe a large degree of overlap in cell states between the stimulated and control conditions, as noted in the original study [15]. This overlap has both technical and biological causes. Approximately 76% of the cells were transfected with gRNAs targeting proteins in the TCR pathway, meaning that the remaining 24% of cells in the stimulated condition lack key effectors of the activation pathway and are expected to resemble naive cells. The expectation is for these cells to appear transcriptionally naive despite originating from the stimulated experimental condition.

In other words, although the RES for these cells is +1 (originating from the stimulated condition), the EES of these cells is expected to be closer to -1 (prototypical of the unstimulated condition).

To obtain a signature of T cell activation, Datlinger et al. [15] devised an ad hoc iterative clustering approach whereby cells were first clustered by the gRNA observed in that cell and then further clustered by the gene targeted. In each cluster, the median gene expression was calculated and the first principle component was used as the dimension of activation. The 165 genes with the highest component loadings were defined as signature genes and used to judge the level of activation in each cell. In contrast, using the EES analysis we can derive a gene signature of TCR activation at single-cell resolution without relying on clustering or access to information about the gRNA observed in each cell.

Applying the EES algorithm to the data, we observe a continuous spectrum of scores across the dataset (Fig. 3b). As expected, the regions enriched for cells from the stimulated condition have higher EES values representing highly activated cells, and the converse is true for regions enriched for unstimulated cells. To ensure that the EES represents a biologically relevant dimension of activation, we generate a gene signature comparable to the results of Datlinger et al. [15] by selecting genes with a high mutual information with the EES using kNN-DREMI [4, 22]. We then perform gene set enrichment analysis on the top 165 genes using EnrichR [20] (Fig. 3c, e). We find comparable enrichment for gene sets related to T cell activation, T cell differentiation, and TCR response (Fig. 3f) and identify an overlap of 53 genes between the EES-inferred and published signatures. We find that in the GO sets of T cell activation, T cell differentiation, and T cell receptor signalling, the EES signatures includes as many or more genes for each GO term. Furthermore, our signature includes genes known to be affected by TCR stimulation but not present in the Datlinger et al. [15] signature list, such as down regulation of RAG1 and RAG2 [27]. These results show that the EES is capable of identifying a biologically relevant dimension of T cell activation at the resolution of single cells without relying on knowledge of the treatment through the gRNAs as in Datlinger et al. [15].

2.6 Characterizing genetic loss-of-function mutations in the developing zebrafish

To demonstrate the utility of EES analysis applied to complex datasets composed of multiple cell types, we applied EES analysis to a recently published chordin loss-of-function experiment in zebrafish using CRISPR/Cas9 (Fig. 4) [17]. In this system, loss of chordin function results in a ventralization phenotype characterized by expansion of the ventral mesodermal tissues at the expense of the dorsally-derived neural tissues [28–30]. In Wagner et al. [17], zebrafish embryos were injected at the 1-cell stage with Cas9 and gRNAs targeting either chordin (chd), a BMP-antagonist required for developmental patterning, or tyrosinase (tyr), a control gene required for pigmentation but not expected to affect cell composition at these stages. Embryos were collected for scRNA-seq at 14–16 hours post-fertilization (hpf). Similar to the T cell dataset above, we expect incomplete penetrance of the perturbation in this dataset because not all cells in the experimental condition will successfully receive the gRNA needed to cause the loss-of-function mutation.

To characterize the effect of chordin mutagenesis, Wagner et al. [17] projected cells from each sample onto 28 clusters obtained from a reference wild-type dataset. Within each cluster, the fold-change of cells from the tyr-injected to chd-injected condition was calculated and MAST [12] was used to calculate differentially expressed genes. A drawback of this approach is the restriction of analysis of the experimental
effect to clusters, instead of single cells. This means that there is no way to detect divergent responses across subpopulations within clusters. Here, we demonstrate the ability of the EES to detect such occurrences and show how VF clustering detects groups of cells with similar responses to an experimental perturbation.

First, we derived an EES of response to chordin loss-of-function. Here, cells with high EES values correspond to cells prototypical of the chd samples and low EES values correspond to cells prototypical of the tyr samples (Fig. 4a). To identify the effect of mutagenesis on various cell populations, we first examined the distribution of EES scores across the 28 cell state clusters generated by Wagner et al. [17] for this dataset (Fig. 4b). As expected, we find that Mesoderm – Lateral Plate (MLP), Tailbud – Presomitic Mesoderm (TPM), Hatching Gland (HG), and Mesoderm – Blood Island (MBI) have the highest average EES values, matching the observed expansion of the mesoderm and blood tissues in the embryos injected with chd gRNAs [17]. The cells with the lowest EES values are the Optic Primordium (OP), Differentiating Neurons (DN), Neural – Diencephalon (NDI), and Notochord (NTC). This is interpreted as finding these tissues in a tyr embryo, but not in a chd embryo, matching observed deficiencies of these tissues in the absence of chordin [28–30]. These results confirm that the EES is able to identify the effect of experimental perturbations across many cell types.

2.7 VF clustering identifies subpopulations in the Tailbud - Presomitic Mesoderm cluster

An advantage of using the EES instead of fold-change is the ability to examine the distribution of scores within a cluster to understand the heterogeneity of the response. In analyzing the chordin loss-of-function experiment, we observe that the Tailbud – Presomitic Mesoderm (TPM) cluster exhibits the largest range of EES values. This large range suggests that there are cells in this cluster with many different responses to chd mutagenesis. To investigate this effect further, we generated a PHATE plot of the cluster (Fig. 4c). In this visualization, we observe many different branches of cell states, each with varying ranges of EES values. We use vertex-frequency clustering to identify clusters of cells that are transcriptionally similar and exhibit a homogeneous response to perturbation (Fig. 4d).

Within the PSM cluster, we find four subclusters. Using established markers [18], we identify these clusters as immature adaxial cells, mature adaxial cells, the presomitic mesoderm, and forming somites (Fig. 4e, S5). Examining the distribution of EES scores within each cell type, we conclude that the large range of EES values within the TPM cluster is due to largely non-overlapping distributions of scores within each of these subpopulations (Fig. 4f). The mature and immature adaxial cells, which are muscle precursors, have low EES values. This indicates depletion of these cells in the chd condition which matches observed depletion of myotomal cells in chordin mutants [23]. Conversely, the presomitic mesoderm and forming somites have high EES values, indicating that these cells are prototypically enriched in a chordin mutant. Indeed, expansion of these presomitic tissues is observed in siblings of the chd embryos [17]. This heterogeneous effect was entirely missed by the fold-change analysis, since the averaging of all cells assigned to the PSM cluster masked the depletion of adaxial cells.

Another advantage of vertex-frequency clustering is that we can now calculate differential expression of genes within these populations of cells that we infer have homogeneous responses to a perturbation. Examining the distribution of genes within each of the identified subclusters, we find different trends in expression within each group (Fig. 4f). For example, Myod1, a marker of adaxial cells, is lowly expressed...
Figure 4: Characterizing chordin Cas9 mutagenesis with MELD. (a) PHATE shows a high degree of overlap of sample labels across cell types. Applying MELD to the mutagenesis vector reveals regions of cell states enriched in the chd or tyr conditions. (b) Using published cluster assignments, we show that the EES quantifies the effect of the experimental perturbation on each cell, providing more information than calculating fold-change in the number of cells between conditions in each cluster (grey dot), as was done in the published analysis. Color of each point corresponds to the sample labels in panel (a). Generally, average EES value aligns with the fold-change metric. However, we can identify clusters, such as the TPM or TSC, with large ranges of EES values indicating non-uniform response to the perturbation. (c) Visualizing the TPM cluster using PHATE, we observe several cell states with mostly non-overlapping EES values. (d) Vertex Frequency Clustering identifies four cell types in the TPM. (e) We see the range of EES values in the TPM cluster is due to subpopulations with divergent responses to the chd perturbation. (f) Changes in gene expression within subclusters is lost when only considering the full cluster, as was done in the published analysis.
in the presomitic mesoderm and in the somites, but highly expressed in the adaxial cells. Attempting to compare the difference in expression of this gene in the entire cluster would be obfuscated by differences in abundance of each cell subpopulation between samples. We find a similar trend with Tbx6, a marker of the presomitic mesoderm, which is not expressed in adaxial cells and mature somites (Fig. 4f). Using the EES analysis, we observe that Tbx6 expression of presomitic mesoderm cells is unchanged in the cdh mutants whereas analysis of the cluster considered by Wagner et al. [17] would suggest a strong change in expression. With EES and vertex frequency clustering analysis, we can see that the observed change in the published analysis was due to Simpson’s paradox, where changes in abundance of some subpopulations lead to misleading differences in statistics calculated across multiple populations as a whole. Note also that if we had merely compared the fold-change in abundance in the cdh vs tyr conditions, as was done in the published analysis, we would have completely missed this effect and instead only observed that there is a 2-fold change in abundance of this cluster between samples. These results demonstrate the advantage of using the EES and vertex frequency clustering to quantify the effect of genetic loss-of-function perturbations in a complex system with many cell types.

2.8 Identifying the effect of IFNγ stimulation on pancreatic islet cells

Next we use the EES to characterize a newly generated dataset of human pancreatic islet cells cultured for 24 hours with and without interferon-gamma (IFNγ), a system with significant clinical relevance to auto-immune diseases of the pancreas such as Type I Diabetes mellitus (T1D). The pathogenesis of T1D is generally understood to be caused by T cell mediated destruction of beta cells in the pancreatic islets[31] and previous reports suggest that islet-infiltrating T cells secrete IFNγ during the onset of T1D[32]. It has also been described that IFNγ-expressing T cells mediate rejection of pancreatic islet allografts[33]. Previous studies have characterized the effect of these cytokines on pancreatic beta cells using bulk RNA-sequencing[34], but no studies have addressed this system at single-cell resolution.

To better understand the effect of immune cytokines on islet cells, we cultured islet cells from three donors for 24 hours with and without IFN-γ and collected cells for scRNA-seq. After filtering, we obtain 5,708 cells for further analysis. Examining the expression of marker genes for major cell types of the pancreas, we observe a noticeable batch effect associated with the donor ID, driven by the maximum expression of glucagon, insulin, and somatostatin in alpha, beta, and delta cells respectively (Fig. S6a). To correct for this difference while preserving the relevant differences between samples, we apply the MNN kernel correction described in Section 4.1.1 to merge cells from each donor. Examining PHATE plots after batch correction, we observe three distinct populations of cells corresponding to alpha, beta, and delta cells (Fig. 5a).

To quantify the effect of IFNγ treatment across these cell types, we calculate the EES of IFNγ stimulation (Fig. 5b). We then apply vertex-frequency clustering to identify nine subpopulations of cells. Using established marker genes of islet cells[35], we determine that these clusters correspond to alpha, beta, and delta cells (Fig. 5a,b, Fig. S6b). We first characterize the gene expression signature of IFNγ treatment across these cell types. Using kNN-DREMI[4] to identify genes with a strong association with the EES, we observe strong activation of genes in the JAK-STAT pathway including STAT1 and IRF1[36] and in the IFN-mediated antiviral response including MX1, OAS3, ISG20, and RSAD2[37–39] (Fig. 5c). The activation of both of these pathways has been previously reported in beta cells in response to IFNγ[40, 41]. Furthermore, we observe a high degree of overlap in the IFNγ response between alpha and beta cells, but less so between delta cells and either alpha or beta cells. Examining the genes with the top 1% of kNN-DREMI scores (n=196), we find 62 shared genes in the signatures of alpha and beta cells, but only 22 shared by alpha, beta, and delta cells. To confirm the validity of our gene signatures, we use EnrichR[26] to perform
Figure 5: MELD characterizes the response to IFN$\gamma$ in pancreatic islet cells. (a) PHATE visualization of pancreatic islet cells cultured for 24 hours with or without IFN$\gamma$. Vertex-frequency clustering identifies nine clusters corresponding to alpha, beta, and delta cells. (b) Examining the EES in each cluster, we observe that beta cells have a wider range of responses than alpha or delta cells. (c) We identify the signature of IFN$\gamma$ stimulation by calculating kNN-DREMI scores of each gene with the EES. We find a high degree of overlap of the top 1% of genes by kNN-DREMI score between alpha and beta cells. (d) Examining the four beta cell clusters more closely, we observe two populations with intermediate EES values. These populations are differentiated by the structure of the RES in each cluster (outset). In the non-responsive cluster, the RES has very high frequency unlike the low frequency pattern in the transitional Responsive - mid cluster. (e) We find that the non-responsive cluster has low expression of IFN$\gamma$-regulated genes such as STAT1 despite containing roughly equal numbers of unstimulated (n=123) and stimulated cells (n=146). This cluster is marked by approximately 2.5-fold higher expression of insulin.
gene set enrichment analysis on the 196 signature genes and find strong enrichment for terms associated with interferon signalling pathways (Fig. S6). From these results we conclude that although IFNγ leads to upregulation of the canonical signalling pathways in all three cell types, the response to stimulation in delta cells is subtly different to that of alpha or beta cells.

We next examine the distribution of EES values within each of the clusters identified by vertex-frequency clustering (Fig. 5b). Interestingly, choosing k = 9 clusters, we find two clusters of beta cells with intermediate EES values. These clusters are cleanly separated on the PHATE plot of all islet cells (Fig. 5a) and together represent the largest range of EES scores in the dataset. To further inspect these clusters, we consider a separate PHATE plot of the cells in the four beta cell clusters (Fig. 5d). Examining the distribution of RES values in these intermediate cell types, we find that one cluster, which we label as Non-responsive, exhibits high frequency RES values indicative of a population of cells that does not respond to an experimental treatment (Fig. 5d - outset). The Responsive - Mid cluster matches our characterization of a transitional population with a structured distribution of RES values. Supporting this characterization, we find a lack of upregulation in IFNγ-regulated genes such as STAT1 in the non-responsive cluster, similar to the cluster of beta cells with the lowest EES values (Fig. 5d).

In order to understand the difference between the non-responsive beta cells and the responsive populations, we calculate differential expression of genes in the non-responsive clusters and all others as previously described [4]. The gene with the greatest difference in expression is insulin, the marker of beta cells, which is approximately 2.5-fold increased in the non-responsive cells (Fig. 5f). This cluster of cells bears resemblance to a recently described "extreme" population of beta cells that exhibit elevated insulin mRNA levels and are found to be more abundant in diabetic mice [42, 43]. That these cells appear non-wareresponsive to IFNγ stimulation and exhibit extreme expression of insulin suggests that the presence of extreme high insulin in a beta cell prior to IFNγ exposure may inhibit the IFNγ response pathway through an unknown mechanism.

Here, we applied EES analysis to a new dataset to identify the signature of IFNγ stimulation across alpha, beta, and delta cells. Furthermore, we used vertex frequency clustering to identify a population of beta cells with high insulin expression that appears unaffected by IFNγ stimulation. Together, these results demonstrate the utility of EES analysis to reveal novel biological insights in a clinically-relevant biological experiment.

2.9 Analysis of donor-specific composition

Although most of the analysis in this manuscript focuses on the two-sample condition, we show that it is possible to use the EES to quantify the differences between more than two conditions. In the islet dataset, we have samples of treatment and control scRNA-seq data from three different donors. To quantify the differences in cell profiles between samples, we first use a one-hot matrix to create three RES vectors. That is, the first vector has value 1 associated with cells that were sampled from donor 1 islets and is 0 elsewhere, the second vector has value 1 associated with cells that were sampled from donor 2 islets and 0 elsewhere, and so on. We then use the EES algorithm to smooth each RES independently. This produces a measure of how likely each cell’s transcriptional profile is to be observed in donor 1, 2, or 3. We then analyze each of these signals for each cluster examined in Section 2.8 (Supp. Fig. S7). We find that all of the alpha cell and delta cell clusters are depleted in donor 3 and the non-responsive beta cell cluster is enriched primarily in donor 1. Furthermore, the most highly activated alpha cell cluster is enriched in donor 2. As with the EES derived for the IFNγ response, it is also possible to identify donor-specific changes in gene expression, or clusters of cells differentially abundant between each donor.
2.10 Quantitative comparisons using simulated data

To demonstrate the accuracy of the EES algorithm and vertex frequency clustering, we designed a set of quantitative comparisons using simulated scRNA-seq data. To generate datasets with known ground-truth, we use Splatter, a package for simulating scRNA-seq data with a specified geometry \cite{44}. We designed four base dataset structures using a mixture of branching trajectories and discrete clusters. For each of these datasets, we created a ground-truth likelihood ratio defining the probability that each cell would be assigned to one of two conditions. The scRNA-seq expression values and sign, magnitude, and size of the regions of enrichment and depletion are randomly generated during each simulation. Fig. 6a shows one representative simulation from each of the four dataset structures.

To quantify the accuracy of the EES algorithm in recovering the ground-truth experimental signal, we compare the EES algorithm to two approaches to smoothing signals defined over graphs. The first is k-nearest neighbor averaging, which has been used in denoising images \cite{45} and gene expression values \cite{46}. We also consider averaging the RES over the neighbors of the graph, which is one of the simplest low-pass filters for graph signals \cite{47}. For these experiments, we generated a total of 120 Splatter datasets using the 4 base geometries. We created the ground truth probability that each cell would be observed in the experimental or control condition and generated sample labels and RES for each cell according to these probabilities. Finally, we ran each algorithm on the RES and calculated the Pearson Correlation between the output signal and the likelihood ratios used to generate each dataset. On average, the EES algorithm outperforms both kNN averaging and the graph averaging by 17% and 32%, respectively (Fig. 6b).

Next, we quantify the ability of vertex frequency clustering to identify the regions of each dataset that are enriched, depleted, or unchanged in the experimental condition relative to the control. Here, we compared vertex frequency clustering to KMeans and Spectral Clustering (as implemented in Scikit-learn \cite{48}) and Phenograph \cite{6}. We ran the simulations as described above and calculated the Adjusted Rand Score between the clusters identified from each method and the ground truth data partitions used to generate the ground truth experimental signal. Although vertex frequency clustering performs best on average across all methods, there is a much larger variation in performance between runs of the same dataset in these quantification compared to the EES comparisons. Examining the non-monotonic branch dataset, we find that this variation is related to changes in the relative sizes of the enriched regions. When the differentially abundant regions of the data were relatively even proportions, all algorithms perform similarly, and when the differentially abundant regions are especially large or small, then all algorithms perform poorly (Fig. S8). Nonetheless, vertex frequency clustering outperforms all three competing methods for all considered values.

Overall, these comparisons demonstrate the utility of EES and vertex frequency clustering analysis across a variety of pseudo-biological data geometries. We note that the accuracy of these methods, especially vertex frequency clustering, vary as the size of the differentially abundant region changes. Additionally, it is important to note that all methods were run using default parameters for these comparisons. We encourage future comparison of the EES algorithm and vertex frequency clustering to future methods for quantifying compositional differences in scRNA-seq datasets as new tools are developed.

3 Discussion

When performing multiple scRNA-seq experiments in various experimental and control conditions, researchers often seek to characterize the cell types or sets of genes that change from one condition to another. However, quantifying these differences is challenging due to the subtlety of most biological effects relative to the biological and technical noise inherent to single-cell data. To overcome this hurdle, we designed the
Figure 6: Quantitative comparison of the EES and VFC. (a) Single cell datasets were generated using Splatter [44]. Each cell is colored by the probability that cell would be observed in the experimental condition relative to the control. The data and ground truth probabilities were randomly generated 20 times with varying noise and regions of enrichment. (b) Comparison of the EES algorithm to kNN averaging of the RES and graph Averaging. (c) Comparison of VFC to popular clustering algorithms. Adjusted Rand Score quantifies how accurately each method detects regions that were enriched, depleted, or unchanged in the experimental condition relative to the control.
EES algorithm and vertex frequency clustering to quantify compositional differences between samples.

The EES can be used to identify individual cells that are the most likely to be observed in each sample and can be used to identify changes in gene expression between conditions. The EES can also be used to identify groups of cells that do not change between experimental conditions. We demonstrate that using the EES, it is possible to identify non-linear and non-monotonic changes in gene expression that would be lost through a direct comparison of expression between two samples. These benefits can be applied to experimental designs of two or more categorical condition labels.

We show in Section 2.6 that EES analysis improves over the current best-practice strategy of clustering cells based on gene expression and calculating differential abundance and differential expression within clusters. Clustering prior to quantifying compositional differences can fail to identify the divergent responses of subpopulations of cells within a cluster. To identify clusters of cells with cohesive responses to a perturbation, we introduce a novel clustering algorithm, called Vertex-Frequency Clustering. Using the RES and EES, we derive clusters of cells as the correct cluster size to identify cells that are most enriched in either condition, cells transitioning between these states, and cells that are unaffected by an experimental perturbation. The applications of EES and vertex frequency clustering analysis are demonstrated on single-cell datasets from three different biological systems and experimental designs. We also provide quantitative comparisons of the EES algorithm and vertex frequency clustering using simulated scRNA-seq data with known ground truth. To facilitate the application of these tools for future scRNA-seq analysis, we provide open-source Python implementations that inherit the Scikit-learn API in the MELD package on GitHub.

The flexibility of EES analysis and vertex frequency clustering to analyze arbitrary signals over a cell similarity graph suggest several future applications in scRNA-seq analysis. For example, in Fig. S2 we demonstrate the ability of analysis with the MELD toolkit to extract convoluted signals of different frequencies on a graph. These two signals might represent a cell cycle effect, experimental signal, and technical noise. By tracking genes that vary with cell cycle, for example, we could remove this trend from the experiment to improve the identification of gene signatures of an experimental perturbation. Another potential application of MELD is the comparison of multiple experimental meta-variables. One can imagine an experiment where cells are exposed to combinations of drugs in varying concentrations with the goal of understanding how these combinations of drugs interact. By building a unified cell similarity graph across conditions, one could deconvolve the signals of each component of the treatment and then calculate a measure of association, such as mutual information, to identify which drugs elicit similar or divergent effects alone or in combination. This flexibility makes MELD an ideal analytical tool for scRNA-seq experiments across biological systems.

4 Computational Methods

In this section, we will provide details about our computational methods for computing the EES, as well as extracting information from the EES by way of a method we call vertex frequency clustering. We will outline the mathematical foundations for each algorithm, explain how they relate to previous works in manifold learning and graph signal processing, and provide details of the implementations of each algorithm.

4.1 Computation of the EES

Computing the EES involves the following steps each of which we will describe in detail.
1. A cell similarity graph is built over the combined data from all samples where each node or vertex in
the graph is a cell and edges in the graph connect cells with similar gene expression values.

2. The condition label for each cell is used to create the Raw Experimental Signal (RES).

3. The RES is then smoothed over the graph to calculate the EES using a graph filter called the EES
filter.

4.1.1 Graph construction

The first step in the EES algorithm is to create a cell similarity graph. In single-cell RNA sequencing,
each cell is measured as a vector of gene expression counts measured as unique molecules of mRNA.
Following best practices for scRNA-seq analysis [1], we normalize these counts by the total number of
Unique Molecular Indicators ( UMIs) per cell to give relative abundance of each gene and apply a square-
root transform. Next we compute the similarity all pairs of cells, by using their Euclidean distances as an
input to a kernel function. More formally, we compute a similarity matrix $W_i,j$ such that each entry $W_i,j$
encodes the similarity between cell gene expression vectors $x_i$ and $x_j$ from the dataset $X$.

In our implementation we use $\alpha$-decaying kernel proposed by Moon et al. [3] because in practice it pro-
vides an effective graph construction for scRNA-seq analysis. However, in cases where batch, density, and
technical artifacts confound graph construction, we also use a mutual nearest neighbor kernel as proposed
by Haghverdi et al. [9].

The $\alpha$-decaying kernel [3] is defined as

$$W_{i,j} = \frac{1}{2} \exp \left( -\left( \frac{\|x_i-x_j\|}{\varepsilon_k(x_i)} \right)^\alpha \right) + \frac{1}{2} \exp \left( -\left( \frac{\|x_i-y_j\|}{\varepsilon_k(x_j)} \right)^\alpha \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $x_i, y_j$ are data points, $\varepsilon_k(x_i), \varepsilon_k(x_j)$ are the distance from $x_i, x_j$ to their $k$-th nearest neighbors,
respectively, and $\alpha$ is a parameter that controls the decay rate (i.e., heaviness of the tails) of the kernel. This
construction generalizes the popular Gaussian kernel, which is typically used in manifold learning, but also
has some disadvantages alleviated by the $\alpha$-decaying kernel, as explained in Moon et al. [3].

The similarity matrix effectively defines a weighted and fully connected graph between cells such that
every two cells are connected and that the connection between cells $x_i$ and $x_j$ is given by $W(i, j)$. To allow
for computational efficiency, we sparsify the graph by setting very small edge weights to 0.

4.1.2 Estimating density versus conditional likelihood on a graph

There has been a body of literature that addresses performing high dimensional density estimation scalably
using a graph representation of the data [49] [53]. Instead of estimating kernel density or histograms in $N$
dimensions where $N$ could be large, these methods rendered the data as a graph, and density is estimated
each point on the graph (each data point) as some variant counting the number of points which lie within a
radius $r - steps$ of each point on the graph.

While we compare to methods that perform local aggregation of information in Section 2.10, we use
a more complex formulation for estimating a conditional likelihood of the experimental label rather than a
density. To make this distinction clear, we do not compute density, i.e. estimate of how many points from
each condition are in each neighborhood on the manifold. This would be confounded by differences in cell
number and sampling density between the experiments. Instead, conditioned on being in each location on
the graph, we compute how likely it is that the given cell was generated in the conditional or experimental
condition. Thus we aim to eliminate the effect of absolute density differences along the manifold and focus
on changes in local likelihood between the two conditions. This is achieved by way of the $\alpha$-decay kernel described above, which effectively adapts the radius $r$ above to the density of the neighborhood.

An approach that would eliminate density and compute likelihood would be to use an adaptive bandwidth kernel and compute the ratio of cells with RES value $+1$ or $-1$ in these adapted neighborhoods. However, instead we formulate a convex optimization that balances smoothing (or local aggregation) of the RES into the EES based on the adaptive bandwidth, and respecting trends in the original RES. This is because we want to infer the conditional likelihood as smoothly varying (so as to denoise likelihood signal), but do not want to require the estimate have the same smoothness globally across the graph. Instead, we want to allow for local variations in smoothness. This allows the EES to capture changes in density at multiple scales including small areas of the manifold that may be either enriched or depleted between conditions.

Finally, we want the inferred conditional likelihood to be robust to noise. Thus, we allow for bandwidth-adjustable filtering of frequencies in the RES to be eliminated as noise. If the user believes the signal has low frequency noise the optimization can be used to eliminate low frequencies as well as high frequencies.

In the next few sections, we will explain how we set up the computation of the EES as a convex optimization which derives a signal over the the cell-similarity graph using tools of graph signal processing.

### 4.1.3 Graph Signal Processing

The EES algorithm leverages recent advances in graph signal processing (GSP) [20], which aim to extend traditional signal processing tools from the spatiotemporal domain to the graph domain. Such extensions includes, for example, wavelet transforms [54], windowed Fourier transforms [24], and uncertainty principles [55]. All of these extensions rely heavily on the fundamental analogy between classical Fourier transform and graph Fourier transform (described in the next section) derived from eigenfunctions of the graph Laplacian, which is defined as

$$\mathcal{L} := D - W,$$

where $D$ is the degree matrix, which is a diagonal matrix with $D_{ii} = d(i) = \sum_{j}^{N} W_{ij}$ containing the degrees of the vertices of the graph defined by $W$.

### 4.1.4 The Graph Fourier Transform

One of the fundamental tools in traditional signal processing is the Fourier transform, which extracts the frequency content of spatiotemporal signals [56]. Frequency information enables various insights into important characteristics of analyzed signals, such as pitch in audio signals or edges and textures in images. Common to all of these is the relation between frequency and notions of smoothness. Intuitively, a function is smooth if one is unlikely to encounter a dramatic change in value across neighboring points. A simple way to imagine this is to look at the zero-crossings of a function. Consider, for example, sine waves $\sin(ax)$ of various frequencies $a = 2^k, k \in \mathbb{N}$. For $k = 0$, the wave crosses the x-axis (a zero-crossing) when $x = \pi$. When we double the frequency at $k = 1$, our wave is now twice as likely to cross the zero and is thus less smooth than $k = 0$. This simple zero-crossing intuition for smoothness is relatively powerful, as we will see shortly.

Next, we show that our notions of smoothness and frequency are readily applicable to data that is not regularly structured, such as single-cell data. The graph Laplacian $\mathcal{L}$ can be considered as a graph analog of the Laplace (second derivative) operator $\nabla^2$ from multivariate calculus. This relation can be verified by deriving the graph Laplacian from first principles.
For a graph $G$ on $N$ vertices, its graph Laplacian $L$ and an arbitrary graph signal $f \in \mathbb{R}^N$, we use equation (4) to write

$$
(L \ f) \ (i) = ([D - W] \ f) \ (i)
= d(i)f(i) - \sum_j W_{ij}f(j)
= \sum_j W_{ij} \ (f(i) - f(j)).
$$

(5)

As the graph Laplacian is a weighted sum of differences of a function around a vertex, we may interpret it analogously to its continuous counterpart as the curvature of a graph signal. Another common interpretation made explicit by derivation (5) is that $(Lf)(i)$ measures the local variation of a function at vertex $i$.

Local variation naturally leads to the notion of total variation,

$$
TV(f) = \sum_{i,j} W_{ij} (f(i) - f(j))^2,
$$

which is effectively a sum of all local variations. $TV(f)$ describes the global smoothness of the graph signal $f$. In this setting, the more smooth a function is, the lower the value of the variation. This quantity is more fundamentally known as the Laplacian quadratic form,

$$
f^T L f = \sum_{i,j} W_{ij} (f(i) - f(j))^2.
$$

(6)

Thus, the graph Laplacian can be used as an operator and in a quadratic form to measure the smoothness of a function defined over a graph. One effective tool for analyzing such operators is to examine their eigensystems. In our case, we consider the eigendecomposition $L = \Psi \Lambda \Psi^{-1}$, with eigenvalues $\Lambda := \{0 = \lambda_1 \leq \lambda_2 \leq \cdots \leq \lambda_N\}$ and corresponding eigenvectors $\Psi := \{\psi_i\}_{i=1}^N$. As the Laplacian is a square, symmetric matrix, the spectral theorem tells us that its eigenvectors in $\Psi$ form an orthonormal basis for $\mathbb{R}^N$. Furthermore, the Courant-Fischer theorem establishes that the eigenvalues in $\Lambda$ are local minima of $f^T L f$ when $f^T f = 1$ and $f \in U$ as $\dim(U) = i = 1, 2, \cdots, N$. At each eigenvalue $\lambda_i$ this function has $f = \psi_i$.

In summary, the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian (1) are an orthonormal basis and (2) minimize the Laplacian quadratic form for a given dimension.

Henceforth, we use the term graph Fourier basis interchangeably with graph Laplacian eigenvectors, as this basis can be thought of as an extension of the classical Fourier modes to irregular domains [20]. In particular, the ring graph eigenbasis is composed of sinusoidal eigenvectors, as they converge to discrete Fourier modes in one dimension. The graph Fourier basis thus allows one to define the graph Fourier transform (GFT) by direct analogy to the classical Fourier transform.

The GFT of a signal $f$ is given by $\hat{f}(\lambda_i) = \sum_i f(i) \psi^T_i (i) = (f, \psi_i)$, which can also be written as the matrix-vector product

$$
\hat{f} = \Psi^T f.
$$

(7)

As this transformation is unitary, the inverse graph Fourier transform (IGFT) is $f = \Psi \hat{f}$. Although the graph setting presents a new set of challenges for signal processing, many classical signal processing notions

---

³Note that in this discussion we abuse notation by treating $\Lambda$ as an ordered set of Laplacian eigenvalues and as the diagonal matrix with entries from the elements of this set. Similarly, $\Psi$ is both the set of column eigenvectors $\{\psi_i\}_{i=1}^N$ as well as the $N \times N$ matrix $[\psi_1 \psi_2 \cdots \psi_N]$ with eigenvector as a column.
such as filterbanks and wavelets have been extended to graphs using the GFT. We use the GFT to process, analyze, and cluster experimental signals from single-cell data using a novel graph filter construction and a new harmonic clustering method.

4.1.5 The EES Filter

In the EES algorithm, we seek to estimate the change in likelihood between two experimental labels along a manifold represented by a cell similarity graph. To estimate likelihood along the graph, we employ a novel graph filter construction, which we explain in the following sections. To begin, we review the notion of filtering with focus on graphs, and demonstrate the filter in a low-pass setting. Next, we demonstrate the expanded version of the EES filter and provide an analysis of its parameters. Finally, we provide a simple solution to the EES filter that allows fast computation.

4.1.6 Filters on graphs

In their simplest forms, filters can be thought of as devices that alter the spectrum of their input. Filters can be used as bases, as is the case with wavelets, and they can be used to directly manipulate signals by changing the frequency response of the filter. For example, many audio devices contain an equalizer that allows one to change the amplitude of bass and treble frequencies. Simple equalizers can be built simply by using a set of filters called a filterbank. In the EES algorithm, we use a tunable filter to amplify latent features on a single-cell graph.

Mathematically, graph filters work analogously to classical filters. Particularly, a filter takes in a signal and attenuates it according to a frequency response function. This function accepts frequencies and returns a response coefficient. This is then multiplied by the input Fourier coefficient at the corresponding frequency. The entire filter operation is thus a reweighting of the input Fourier coefficients. In low-pass filters, the function only preserves frequency components below a threshold. Conversely, high-pass filters work by removing frequencies below a threshold. Bandpass filters transfer frequency components that are within a certain range of a central frequency. The tunable filter in the EES algorithm is capable of producing any of these responses.

As graph harmonics are defined on the set $\Lambda$, it is common to define them as functions of the form $h : [0, \max(\Lambda)] \mapsto [0, 1]$. For example, a low pass filter with cutoff at $\lambda_k$ would have $h(x) > 0$ for $x < \lambda_k$ and $h(x) = 0$ otherwise. By abuse of notation, we will refer to the diagonal matrix with the filter $h$ applied to each Laplacian eigenvalue as $h(\Lambda)$, though $h$ is not a set-valued or matrix-valued function. Filtering a signal $f$ is clearest in the spectral domain, where one simply takes the multiplication $\hat{f}_{\text{filt}} = h(\Lambda)\hat{f} = h(\Lambda)\Psi^*f$.

Finally, it is worth using the above definitions to define a vertex-valued operator to perform filtering. As a graph filter is merely a reweighting of the graph Fourier basis, one can construct the filter matrix,

$$H = \Psi h(\Lambda)\Psi^T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

A simple manipulation using equation (7) will verify that $H\hat{f}$ is the WGFT of $\hat{f}_{\text{filt}}$. This filter matrix will be used to solve the EES filter in approximate form for computational efficiency.

4.1.7 Laplacian Regularization

A simple assumption for recovering a the conditional likelihood EES signal from raw measurements is smoothness. In this model the latent signal is assumed to have a low amount of neighbor to neighbor
variation. Laplacian regularization\cite{57,65} is a simple technique that targets signal smoothness via the optimization
\[
y = \arg\min_z \|x - z\|^2 + \beta z^T L z.
\] (9)

Note that this optimization has two terms, the second is the term that ensures smoothness of the signal. However, note that the first term is called a reconstruction penalty, aims to keep the EES similar to the RES. This term will help adjust the amount of smoothness achieved, by the amount of overall smoothness available in the RES.

Laplacian regularization is a sub-problem of the EES filter that we will discuss for low-pass filtering. In the above, a reconstruction penalty (a) is considered alongside the Laplacian quadratic form (b), which is weighted by the parameter \(\beta\). The Laplacian quadratic form may also be considered as the norm of the graph gradient, i.e.
\[
\beta z^T L z = \beta \|\nabla_G z\|^2.
\]

Thus one may view Laplacian regularization as a minimization of the edge-derivatives of a function while preserving a reconstruction. Because of this form, this technique has been cast as Tikhonov regularization\cite{59,66}, which is a common regularization to enforce a high-pass filter to solve inverse problems in regression. In our results we demonstrate a EES filter that may be reduced to Laplacian regularization using a squared Laplacian.

In section 4.1.6 we introduced filters as functions defined over the Laplacian eigenvalues \((\lambda)\) or as vertex operators (equation 8). Minimizing optimization reveals a similar form for Laplacian regularization. Although the of the EES filter is presented as an optimization, we find that it has an exact solution. To begin,
\[
y = \arg\min_z \|x - z\|^2 + \beta z^T L z
\]
\[
= \arg\min_z (x - z)^T (x - z) + \beta z^T L z
\]
\[
= \arg\min_z x^T x + z^T z - 2x^T z + \beta z^T L z
\]

Substituting \(y = z\), we next differentiate with respect to \(y\) and set this to 0,
\[
0 = \nabla_y (x^T x + y^T y - 2y^T x + \beta y^T L y)
\]
\[
= 2y - 2x + 2\beta Ly
\]
\[
x = (1 + \beta L)y,
\]
so the solution to problem is
\[
y = (I + \beta L)^{-1} x.
\] (10)

As the input \(x\) is a graph signal in the vertex domain, the least squares solution (10) is a filter matrix \(H_{reg} = (I + \beta L)^{-1}\) as discussed in section 4.1.6. The spectral properties of Laplacian regularization immediately follow as
\[
H_{reg} = (I + \beta L)^{-1}
\]
\[
= \psi \frac{1}{1 + \beta \lambda} \psi^T.
\] (11)

Thus Laplacian regularization is a graph filter with frequency response \(h_{reg}(\lambda) = (1 + \beta \lambda)^{-1}\). Figure S2b shows that this function is a low-pass filter on the Laplacian eigenvalues with cutoff parameterized by \(\beta\).
4.1.8 Tunable Filtering

Though simple low-pass filtering with Laplacian regularization is a powerful tool for many machine learning tasks, we sought to develop a filter that is flexible and capable of filtering the signal at any frequency. To accomplish these goals, we introduce the EES filter:

$$y = \arg\min_z \|x - z\|^2 + z^T L_* z$$

where $L_* = [\beta L - \alpha I]^\rho$.

This filter expands upon Laplacian regularization by the addition of a new smoothness structure. Early and related work proposed the use of a power Laplacian smoothness matrix $S$ in a similar manner as we apply here[59], but little work has since proven its utility. In our construction, $\alpha$ is referred to as modulation, $\beta$ acts as a reconstruction penalty, and $\rho$ is filter order. These parameters add a great deal of versatility to the EES filter, and we demonstrate their spectral and vertex effects in Figure S2, as well as provide mathematical analysis of the EES algorithm parameters in section 4.1.9. Finally, in section 4.1.10 we discuss an implementation of the filter.

4.1.9 Parameter Analysis

A similar derivation as section 4.1.7 reveals the filter matrix

$$H_{EES}(\lambda) = [I + (\beta L - \alpha I)^\rho]^{-1}.$$ (13)

which has the frequency response

$$h_{EES}(\lambda) = \frac{1}{1 + (\beta \lambda - \alpha)^\rho}.$$ (14)

Thus, the value of the EES algorithm parameters in the vertex optimization (12) has a direct effect on the graph Fourier domain. First, we note by inspection that $h_{EES}(\lambda) = h_{reg}(\lambda)$ for $\alpha = 0$ and $\rho = 1$ (see equation (11)). Thus the EES filter is a superset of graph filters in which Laplacian regularization is a special case.

It is clear that $\beta$ acts analogously in (14) as it does in the subfilter (11). In each setting, $\beta$ steepens the cutoff of the filter and shifts it more towards its central frequency (Fig. S2b). In the case of $\alpha = 0$, this frequency is $\lambda_1 = 0$. This is done by scaling all frequencies by a factor of $\beta$. For stability reasons, we choose $\beta > 0$, as a negative choice of $\beta$ yields a high frequency amplifier.

The parameters $\alpha$ and $\rho$ change the filter from low pass to band pass or high pass. Figure S2 highlights the effect on frequency response of the filters and showcases their vertex effects in simple examples. We begin our mathematical analysis with the effects of $\rho$.

$\rho$ powers the Laplacian harmonics. This steepens the frequency response around the central frequency of the EES filter and, for even values, makes the function square-integrable. Higher values of $\rho$ lead to sharper tails (Fig. S2c, S2e), limiting the frequency response outside of the target band, but with increased response within the band. For technical reasons we do not consider odd-valued $\rho > 1$ when $\alpha > 0$ or $\rho \notin \mathbb{N}$.

Indeed, though the parameters $\beta$ and $\alpha$ do not disrupt the definiteness of $L_*$ (thus $L_*$ is defined for $\rho \notin \mathbb{N}$), odd-valued and fractional matrix powers of $L_*$ result in hyperbolic and unstable filter discontinuities. When $\alpha = 0$, these discontinuities are present only at $\lambda = 0$ and are thus stable. However, when $\alpha > 0$, the hyperbolic behavior of the filter is unstable as these discontinuities now lie within the Laplacian spectrum.

Finally, $\rho$ can be used to make a high pass filter by setting it to negative values (Fig. S2f).
For the integer powers used in EES, a basic vertex interpretation of \( \rho \) is available. Each column of \( \mathcal{L}^k \) is 
\( k \)-hop localized, meaning that \( \mathcal{L}^k_{ij} \) is non-zero if and only if there exists a path length \( k \) between vertex
\( i \) and vertex \( j \) (for a detailed discussion of this property, see Hammond et al. [54, section 5.2].) Thus, for
\( \rho \in \mathbb{N} \), the operator \( \mathcal{L}^\rho \) considers variation over a hop distance of \( \rho \). This naturally leads to the spectral
behavior we demonstrate in Figure S2c as signals are required to be smooth over longer hop distances when
\( \alpha = 0 \) and \( \rho > 1 \).

The parameter \( \alpha \) removes values from the diagonal of \( \mathcal{L} \). This results in a modulation of frequency
response by translating the Laplacian harmonic that yields the minimal value for problem (12). This allows
one to change the target frequency when \( \rho > 1 \), as \( \alpha \) effectively modulates a band-pass filter. As graph
frequencies are positive, we do not consider \( \alpha < 0 \). In the vertex domain, the effect of \( \alpha \) is more nuanced.
We study this parameter for \( \alpha > 0 \) by considering a modified Laplacian \( \mathcal{L}_\alpha \) with \( \rho = 1 \). However, due to
hyperbolic spectral behavior for odd-valued \( \rho \), \( \alpha > 0 \) is ill-performing in practice, so this analysis is merely
for intuitive purposes, as similar results extend for \( \rho > 1 \).

For mathematical analysis of \( \alpha, \mathcal{L}_\alpha \) is applied as an operator (equation 5) to an arbitrary graph signal \( \mathbf{f} \)
defined on a graph \( G \). Expanding \( (\mathcal{L}_\alpha f)(i) \) we have the following

\[
(\mathcal{L}_\alpha \mathbf{f}) (i) = (\beta(D - W) - \alpha \mathbf{I}) \mathbf{f}(i)
= \beta(D \mathbf{f} - W \mathbf{f}) - \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \mathbf{f}(i)
= \beta \left[ (d(i) - \frac{\alpha}{\beta}) \mathbf{f}(i) - \sum_j W_{ij} \mathbf{f}(j) \right]
= \beta \left[ \sum_j (W_{ij} - \frac{\alpha}{N \beta}) \mathbf{f}(i) - \sum_j W_{ij} \mathbf{f}(j) \right]
= \beta \sum_j W_{ij} \left[ (1 - \frac{\alpha}{d(i) \beta}) \mathbf{f}(i) - \mathbf{f}(j) \right].
\]

Relation (15) establishes the vertex domain effect of \( \alpha \), which corresponds to a reweighting of the local
variation at vertex \( i \) by a factor of \( 1 - \frac{\alpha}{d(i) \beta} \). The intuition that follows is that positive \( \alpha \) allows disparate
values of \( \mathbf{f} \) around each vertex to minimize problem (12), which leads to greater response for high frequency
harmonics. We demonstrate this modulation in Figure S2d.

To conclude, we propose a filter parameterized by reconstruction \( \beta \) (Fig. S2b), order \( \rho \) (Fig. S2c, S2e),
and modulation \( \alpha \) (Fig. S2d). The parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are limited to be strictly greater than or equal to
0. When \( \alpha = 0, \rho \) may be any integer, and it adds more low-frequencies to the frequency response as it
becomes more positive. On the other hand, if \( \rho \) is negative and \( \alpha = 0, \rho \) controls a high pass filter. When
\( \alpha > 0, \rho \) must be even-valued and the EES filter becomes a band-pass filter. In standard use cases we
propose to use the parameters \( \alpha = 0, \beta = 1, \) and \( \rho = 2 \). All of our biological results were obtained using
this parameter set, which gives a square-integrable low-pass filter. As these parameters have direct spectral
effects, their implementation in an efficient graph filter is straightforward and presented in section 4.1.10.

4.1.10 Implementation

A naive implementation of the EES algorithm would apply the matrix inversion presented in equation 13.
This approach is untenable for the large single-cell graphs that the EES algorithm is designed for, as \( H_{\text{EES}}^{-1} \)
will have many elements, and, for high powers of \( \rho \) or non-sparse graphs, extremely dense. A second
approach to solving Equation 12 would diagonalize $L$ such that the filter function in Equation 14 could be applied directly to the Fourier transform of input raw experimental signals. This approach has similar shortcomings as eigendecomposition is substantively similar to inversion. Finally, a speedier approach might be to use conjugate gradient or proximal methods. In practice, we found that these methods are not well-suited for EES filtering.

Instead of gradient methods, we use Chebyshev polynomial approximations of $h_{EES}(\lambda)$ to rapidly approximate and apply the EES filter. These approximations, proposed by Hammond et al. [54] and Shuman et al. [67], have gained traction in the graph signal processing community for their efficiency and simplicity. Briefly, a truncated and shifted Chebyshev polynomial approximation is fit to the frequency response of a graph filter. For analysis, the approximating polynomials are applied as polynomials of the Laplacian multiplied by the signal to be filtered. As Chebyshev polynomials are given by a recurrence relation, the approximation procedure reduces to a computationally efficient series of matrix-vector multiplications. For a more detailed treatment one may refer to Hammond et al. [54] where the polynomials are proposed for graph filters. For application of the EES filter to a small set of input RES, Chebyshev approximations offer the simplest and most efficient implementation of our proposed algorithm. For sufficiently large sets of RES, such as when considering hundreds of conditions, the computational cost of obtaining the Fourier basis directly may be less than repeated application of the approximation operator; in these cases, we diagonalize the Laplacian either approximately through randomized SVD or exactly using eigendecomposition, depending on user preference. Then, one simply constructs $H_{EES} = \Psi h_{EES}(\Lambda) \Psi^T$ to calculate the EES from the RES.

4.1.11 Addressing batch effects using a Mutual Nearest Neighbor kernel

While the kernel in Eqn. 3 provides an effective way of capturing neighborhood structure in data, it is susceptible to batch effects. For example, when data is collected from multiple patients, subjects, or environments (generally referred to as “batches”), such batch effects can cause affinities within each batch are often much higher than between batches, thus artificially creating separation between them rather than follow the underlying biological state. To alleviate such effects, we adjust the kernel construction using an approach inspired by recent work from by Haghverdi et al. [9] on the Mutual Nearest Neighbors (MNN) kernel. We extend the standard MNN approach, which has previously been applied to the k-Nearest Neighbors kernel, to the $\alpha$-decay kernel as follows. First, within each batch, the affinities are computed using (3). Then, across batches, we compute slightly modified affinities as

$$K'_{k,\alpha}(x,y) = \min\left\{ \exp\left( -\left( \frac{\|x-y\|_2}{\varepsilon_{k}(x)} \right)^\alpha \right), \exp\left( -\left( \frac{\|x-y\|_2}{\varepsilon_{k}(y)} \right)^\alpha \right) \right\},$$

where $\varepsilon_{k}(x)$ is now computed via the $k$-th nearest neighbor of $x$ in the batch containing $y$ (and vice versa for $\varepsilon_{k}(y)$). Next, a rescaling factor $\gamma_{xy}$ is computed such that

$$\sum_{z \in \text{batch}(y)} \gamma_{xy} K'_{k,\alpha}(x,z) \leq \beta \sum_{z \in \text{batch}(x)} K_{k,\alpha}(x,z)$$

for every $x$ and $y$, where $\beta > 0$ is a user configurable parameter. This factor gives rise to the rescaled kernel

$$K'_{k,\alpha,\beta}(x,y) = \begin{cases} K'_{k,\alpha}(x,y) & \text{if } \text{batch}(x) = \text{batch}(y) \\ \gamma_{xy} K'_{k,\alpha}(x,y) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}.$$ 

Finally, the full kernel is then computed as

$$K'_{k,\alpha}(x,y) = \min\{ K'_{k,\alpha,\beta}(x,y), K'_{k,\alpha,\beta}(y,x) \},$$
and used to set the weight matrix for the constructed graph over the data. Notice that this construction is a well defined extension of (3), as it reduces back to that kernel when only a single batch exists in the data.

4.1.12 Summary of the EES algorithm

In summary, we have proposed a family of graph filters based on a generalization of Laplacian regularization framework to implement the computation of the EES. This optimization, which we are able to solve analytically allows us to derive the EES, or conditional likelihood of the experimental label, as a smooth and denoised signal, while also respecting multi-resolution changes in the likelihood landscape. As we show in Section 2.10 this formulation performs better at deriving the true conditional likelihood in simulated scRNA-seq data with known ground truth. Further, it is efficient to compute.

The EES algorithm is implemented in Python 3 as part of the MELD package and is built atop the scprep, graphtools, and pygsp packages. We developed scprep efficiently process single-cell data, and graphtools was developed for construction and manipulation of graphs built on data. Fourier analysis and Chebyshev approximations are implemented using functions from the pygsp toolbox. These packages are available through the pip package manager. MELD is available on GitHub at https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD and on pip as meld.

4.2 Vertex-frequency clustering

Next, we will describe the vertex frequency clustering algorithm for partitioning the cellular manifold into regions of similar response to experimental perturbation. For this purpose, we use a technique proposed in Shuman et al. [24] based on a graph generalization of the classical Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). This generalization will allow us to simultaneously localize signals in both frequency and vertex domains. The output of this transform will be a spectrogram $Q$, where the value in each entry $Q_{i,j}$ indicates the degree to which the RES in the neighborhood around vertex $i$ is composed of frequency $j$. We then concatenate the EES and perform $k$-means clustering. The resultant clusters will have similar transcriptomic profiles, similar EES values, and similar frequency trends of the RES. The frequency trends of the RES are important because they allow us to infer movements in the cellular state space that occur during experimental perturbation.

We derive vertex frequency clusters in the following steps:

1. We create the cell graph in the same way as is done to derive the EES in Section 4.1.1.

2. For each vertex in the graph (corresponding to a cell in the data), we create a series of localized windowed signals by masking the RES using a series of heat kernels centered at the vertex. Graph Fourier decomposition of these localized windows capture frequency of the RES at different scales around each vertex.

3. The graph Fourier representation of the localized windowed signals is thresholded using a tanh activation function to produce pseudo-binary signals.

4. These pseudo-binarized signals are summed across windows of various scales to produce a single $N \times N$ spectrogram $Q$. PCA is performed on the spectrogram for dimensionality reduction.

5. The EES is concatenated to the reduced spectrogram weighted by the $L2$-norm of PC1 to produce $\hat{Q}$ which captures both local RES frequency trends and changes in conditional density around each cell in both datasets.

6. k-Means is performed on the concatenated matrix to produce vertex-frequency clusters.
4.2.1 Analyzing frequency content of the RES

Before we go into further detail about the algorithm, it may be useful to provide some intuitive explanations for why the frequency content of the RES provides a useful basis for identifying clusters of cells affected by an experimental perturbation. Because the low frequency eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian identify smoothly varying axes of variance through a graph, we associate trends in the RES associated these low-frequency eigenvectors as biological transitions between cell states. This may correspond to the shift in T cells from naive to activated, for example. We note that at intermediate cell transcriptomic states between the extreme states that are most enriched in either condition, we observe both low and middle frequency RES components, see the blue cell in the cartoon in Fig 2a. This is because locally, the RES varies from cell to cell, but on a large scale is varying from enriched in one condition to being enriched in the other.

This is distinct from what we observe in our model when a group of cells are completely unaffected by an experimental perturbation. Here, we expect to find only high frequency variations in the RES and no underlying transition or low-frequency component. The goal of vertex frequency clustering is to distinguish between these four cases: enriched in the experiment, enriched in the control, intermediate transitional states, and unaffected populations of cells. We also want these clusters to have variable size so that even small groups of cells that may be differentially abundant are captured in our clusters.

4.2.2 Using the Windowed Graph Fourier Transform (WGFT) to identify local changes in RES frequency

While the graph Fourier transform is useful for exploring the frequency content of a signal, it is unable to identify how the frequency content of graph signals change locally over different regions of the graph. In vertex frequency clustering, we are interested in understanding how the frequency content of the RES changes in neighborhoods around each cell. In the time domain, the windowed Fourier transform identifies changing frequency composition of a signal over time by taking slices of the signal (e.g. a sliding window of 10 seconds) and applying a Fourier decomposition to each window independently (WFT) [56]. The result is a spectrogram $Q$, where the value in each cell $Q_{i,j}$ indicates the degree to which time-slice $i$ is composed of frequency $j$. Recent works in GSP have generalized the constructions windowed Fourier transform to graph signals [24]. To extend the notion of a sliding window to the graph domain, Shuman et al. [24] write the operation of translation in terms of convolution as follows.

The general translation operator $T_i : \mathbb{R}^N \to \mathbb{R}^N$ of signal $f$ to vertex $i \in \{1, 2, ..., N\}$ is given by

$$ (T_i f)(n) := \sqrt{N} (f * \delta_i)(n), \quad \delta_i(j) = \begin{cases} 1 & j = i \\ 0 & j \neq i \end{cases} $$

which convolves the signal $f$, in our case the RES, with a dirac at vertex $i$. Shuman et al. [24] demonstrate that this operator inherits various properties of its classical counterpart; however, the operator is not isometric and is affected by the graph that it is built on. Furthermore, for signals that are not tightly localized in the vertex domain and on graphs that are not directly related to Fourier harmonics (e.g., the circle graph), it is not clear what graph translation implies.

In addition to translation, a general modulation operator is defined by Shuman et al. [24] as $M_k : \mathbb{R}^N \to \mathbb{R}^N$ for frequencies $k \in \{0, 1, ..., N - 1\}$ as

$$ (M_k f)(n) := \sqrt{N} f(n) U_k(n) $$

This formulation is analogous in construction to classical modulation, defined by pointwise multiplication with a pure harmonic – a Laplacian eigenvector in our case. Classical modulation translates signals in the
Fourier domain; because of the discrete nature of the graph Fourier domain, this property is only weakly shared between the two operators. Instead, the generalized modulation $M_k$ translates the DC component of $f$, $\hat{f}(0)$, to $\lambda_k$, i.e. $(M_k f)(\lambda_k) = \hat{f}(0)$. Furthermore, for any function $f$ whose frequency content is localized around $\lambda_0$, $(M_k f)$ is localized in frequency around $\lambda_k$. Shuman et al. [24] details this construction and provides bounds on spectral localization and other properties.

With these two operators, a graph windowed Fourier atom is constructed [24] for any window function $g \in \mathbb{R}^N$

$$g_{i,k}(n) := (M_k T_i g)(n) = NU_k(n) \sum_{\ell=0}^{N-1} \hat{g}(\lambda_{\ell}) U_{\ell}^*(i) U_{\ell}(n).$$

(18)

We can then build a spectrogram $Q = (q_{ik}) \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ by taking the inner product of each $g_{i,k} \forall i \in \{1, 2, ..., N\} \land k \in \{0, 1, ..., N-1\}$ with the target signal $f$

$$q_{ik} = S f(i, k) := \langle f, g_{i,k} \rangle.$$  (19)

As with the classical windowed Fourier transform, one could interpret this as segmenting the signal by windows and then taking the Fourier transform of each segment

$$q_i = \langle (T_i g \odot f), U \rangle$$

(20)

where $\odot$ is the element-wise product.

4.2.3 Using heat kernels of increasing scales to produce the WGFT of the RES

To generate the spectrogram for clustering, we first need a suitable window function. We use the normalized heat kernel as proposed by Shuman et al. [24]

$$\hat{g}(\lambda) = Ce^{-t\lambda},$$

(21)

$$C = ||g||_2^{-1}.$$  (22)

By translating this kernel, element-wise multiplying it with our target signal $f$ and taking the Fourier transform of the result, we obtain a windowed graph Fourier transform of $f$ that is localized based on the diffusion distance [24, 55] from each vertex to every other vertex in the graph.

For an input RES $f$, signal-biased spectral clustering as proposed by Shuman et al. [24] proceeds as follows:

1. Generate the window matrix $P_t$, which contains as its columns translated and normalized heat kernels at the scale $t$

2. Column-wise multiply $F_t = P \odot f$; the $i$-th column of $F_t$ is an entry-wise product of the $i$-th window and $f$.

3. Take the Fourier Transform of each column of $F_t$. This matrix, $\hat{C}_t$ is the normalized WGFT matrix.

This produces a single WGFT for the scale $t$. At this stage, Shuman et al. [24] proposed to saturate the elements of $\hat{C}_t$ using the activation function $\tanh(|\hat{C}_t|)$ (where $|.|$ is an element-wise absolute value). Then, k-means is performed on this saturated output to yield clusters. This operation has connections to spectral clustering as the features that k-means is run on are coefficients of graph harmonics.
We build upon this approach to add robustness, sensitivity to sign changes, and scalability. Particularly, vertex-frequency clustering builds a set of activated spectrograms at different window scales. These scales are given by simulated heat diffusion over the graph by adjusting the time-scale $t$ in Eqn. 21. Then, the entire set is combined through summation.

### 4.2.4 Combining the EES and WGFT of the RES

As discussed in Section 2.4, it is useful to consider the sign of the EES in addition to the frequency content of the RES. This is because if we consider two populations of cells, one of which is highly enriched in the experimental condition and another that is enriched in the control, we expect to find similar frequency content of the RES. Namely, both should have very low-frequency content, as indicated in the cartoon in Fig. 2a. However, we expect these two populations to have very different EES values. To allow us to distinguish between these populations, we also include the EES in the matrix used for clustering.

We concatenate the EES as an additional column to the multi-resolution spectrogram $Q$. However, we want to be able to tune the clustering with respect to how much the EES affects the result compared to the frequency information in $Q$. Therefore, inspired by spectral clustering as proposed by [69], we first perform PCA on $Q$ to get $k + 1$ principle components and then normalize the EES by the $L^2$-norm of the first principle component. We then add the EES as an additional column to the PCA-reduced $Q$ to produce the matrix $\hat{Q}$. The weight of the EES can be modulated by a user-adjustable parameter $w$, but for all experiments in this paper, we leave $w = 1$. Finally, $\hat{Q}$ is used as input for $k$-means clustering.

The multiscale approach we have proposed has a number of benefits. Foremost, it removes the complexity of picking a window-size. Second, using the actual input signal as a feature allows the clustering to consider both frequency and sign information in the raw experimental signal. For scalability, we leverage the fact that $P_t$ is effectively a diffusion operator and thus can be built efficiently by treating it as a Markov matrix and normalizing the graph adjacency by the degree.

### 4.2.5 Summary of the vertex frequency clustering algorithm

To identify clusters of cells that are transcriptionally similar and also affected by an experimental perturbation in the same way, we introduced an algorithm called vertex frequency clustering. Our approach builds on previous work by Shuman et al. [24] analyzing the local frequency content of the RES (raw experimental signal) as defined over the vertices of a graph. Here, we introduce two novel adaptations of the algorithm. First, we take a multiresolution approach to quantifying frequency trends in the neighborhoods around each node. By considering windowed signals that are large (i.e. contain many neighboring points) and small (i.e. very proximal on the graph), we can identify clusters both large and small that are similarly affected by an experimental perturbation. Our second contribution is the inclusion of the EES in our basis for clustering. This allows VFC to take into account the degree of enrichment of each group of cells between condition.

Vertex Frequency Clustering is implemented in Python 3 as part of the MELD package and leverages the [graphtools](https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD) and [pygsp](https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD) packages. MELD is available on GitHub at [https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD](https://github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/MELD) and on pip as meld.
5 Methods

5.1 Processing and analysis of the T-cell datasets

Gene expression counts matrices prepared by Datlinger et al. [15] were accessed from the NCBI GEO database accession GSE92872. 3,143 stimulated and 2,597 unstimulated T-cells were processed in a pipeline derived from the published supplementary software. First, artificial genes corresponding to gRNAs were removed from the counts matrix. Genes observed in fewer than five cells were removed. Cell with a library size higher than 35,000 UMI / cell were removed. To filter dead or dying cells, expression of all mitochondrial genes was z-scored and cells with average z-score expression greater than 1 were removed. As in the published analysis, all mitochondrial and ribosomal genes were excluded. Filtered cells and genes were library size normalized and square-root transformed. To impute gene expression, MAGIC was run using default parameters. To build a cell-state graph, 100 PCA dimensions were calculated and edge weights between cells were calculated using an alpha-decay kernel as implemented in the Graph-tools library (www.github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/graphtools) using knn=10 and decay=20. To infer the EES, MELD was run on the cell state graph using the stimulated / unstimulated labels and input with the smoothing parameter $\beta = 1$. To identify genes that vary with the MELD vector, kNN-DREMI [4] scores were calculated between each gene and the EES vector using default parameters as implemented in scprep (www.github.com/KrishnaswamyLab/scprep). GO term enrichment was performed using EnrichR with the genes having the top 1% of kNN-DREMI scores used as input.

5.2 Processing and analysis of the chordin datasets

Gene expression counts matrices prepared by Wagner et al. [17] (the chordin dataset) were downloaded from NCBI GEO (GSE112294). 16079 cells from chd embryos injected with gRNAs targeting chordin and 10782 cells from tyr embryos injected with gRNAs targeting tyrosinase were accessed. Lowly expressed genes detected in fewer than 5 cells were removed. Cells with library sizes larger than 15000 UMI / cell were removed. Counts were library-size normalized and square root transformed. Cluster labels included with the counts matrices were used for cell type identification.

During preliminary analysis, a group of 24 cells were identified originating exclusively from the chd embryos. Despite an average library size in the bottom 12% of cells, these cells exhibited 546-fold, 246-fold, and 1210-fold increased expression of Sh3Tc1, LOC101882117, and LOC101885394 respectively. To the best of our knowledge, the function of these genes in development is not described. These cells were annotated by Wagner et al. [17] as belonging to 7 cell types including the Tailbud – Spinal Cord and Neural – Midbrain. These cells were excluded from further analysis.

To generate a cell state graph, 100 PCA dimensions were calculated from the square root transformed filtered gene expression matrix of both datasets. Edge weights between cells on the graph were calculated using an alpha-decay kernel with parameters knn=10, decay=20. MAGIC was used to impute gene expression values using $t=7$. MELD was run using the tyr or chd label as input. To identify subpopulations of the Tailbud - Presomitic Mesoderm cluster, we applied Vertex Frequency Clustering with k=4. Cell types were annotated using sets of marker genes curated by Farrell et al. [18]. Changes in gene expression for the top and bottom 20% of cells by EES values in the four clusters were compared.

5.3 Generation, processing and analysis of the pancreatic islet datasets

Single-cell RNA-sequencing was performed on human $\beta$ cells from three different islet donors in the presence and absence of IFN$\gamma$. The islets were received on three different days. Cells were cultured for 24 hours
with 25ng/mL IFNγ (R&D Systems) in CMRL 1066 medium (Gibco) and subsequently dissociated into single cells with 0.05% Trypsin EDTA (Gibco). Cells were then stained with FluoZin-3 (Invitrogen) and TMRE (Life Technologies) and sorted using a FACS Aria II (BD). The three samples were pooled for the sequencing. Cells were immediately processed using the 10X Genomics Chromium 3’ Single-Cell RNA-sequencing kit at the Yale Center for Genome Analysis. The raw sequencing data was processed using the 10X Genomics Cell Ranger Pipeline.

Data from all three donors was concatenated into a single matrix for analysis. First, cells not expressing insulin, somatostatin, or glucagon were excluded from analysis using donor-specific thresholds. The data was square root transformed and reduced to 100 PCA dimensions. Next, we applied an MNN kernel to create a graph across all three donors with parameters knn=5, decay=30. This graph was then used for PHATE and MAGIC. The EES was calculated using MELD with default parameters. To identify cell types, we performed Vertex Frequency Clustering using k=8. To identify signature genes of IFNγ stimulation, we calculated kNN-DREMI scores for all genes with the EES vector and kept genes with the top 1% of scores. To identify genes that were differentially expressed in the beta - nonresponsive cluster, we calculated the Wasserstein distance (also called Earth Mover’s distance) between expression of each gene in the nonresponsive cluster and all other clusters.

5.4 Quantitative comparisons using Splatter

To generate single-cell data for the quantitative comparisons, we used Splatter. Datasets were all generated using the "Paths" mode so that a latent dimension in the data could be used to create the ground truth likelihood that each cell would be observed in the "experimental" condition relative to the "control". We focused on four data geometries: a tree with three branches, a branch and cluster with either end of the branch enriched or depleted and the cluster unaffected, a single branch with a middle section either enriched or depleted, and four clusters with random segments enriched or depleted. To create clusters, a multi-branched tree was created, and all but the tips of the branches were removed. The ground truth experimental signal was created using custom Python scripts taking the "Steps" latent variable from Splatter and randomly selecting a proportion of each branch or cluster between 10% and 80% of the data was enriched or depleted by 25%. These regions were divided into thirds to create a smooth transition between the unaffected regions and the differentially abundant regions. This likelihood ratio was then centered so that, on average, half the cells would be assigned to each condition. The centered ground truth signal was used to parameterize a Bernoulli random variable and assign each cell to the experimental or control conditions and receive and RES value of +1 or -1, respectively. The data and RES were used as input to the respective algorithms.

To quantify the accuracy of the EES to approximate the ground truth likelihood ratio, we compared the EES, kNN-smoothed signal, or graph averaged signal to the ground truth likelihood of observing each cell in either of the two conditions. We used the Pearson’s R statistic because we are only interested in the degree to which these estimates approximate the likelihood ratio. Each of the four data geometries was tested 30 times with different random seeds for scRNA-seq simulation and RES generation.

To quantify the accuracy of VFC to detect the regions of the dataset that were enriched, depleted, or unaffected between conditions, we calculated the Adjusted Rand Score between the ground truth regions with enriched, depleted, or unchanged likelihood ratios between conditions. VFC was compared to k-Means, Spectral Clustering, and Phenograph all using default parameters for all algorithms.
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Figure S1: MELD captures the latent experimental signals across clusters. (a) In many scRNA-seq experiments, there is not one, but many populations of cells. Each of these populations, or cell types, may respond to an experimental perturbation differently. We simulated four Gaussian clouds of various sizes and densities and created artificial latent dimensions across each population. The scale of this dimension is arbitrarily defined over the interval [-1,1]. Note that the axis of greatest variation within a population does not always match the dimension corresponding to the experimental response, as in the lower left cluster. Furthermore, some populations of cells may not respond to the experimental perturbation, as in the upper right cluster. (b) To simulate the results of noisy experimental sampling of these cell populations, we assigned experimental labels to cells such that cells with high latent dimension values are more likely to come from the experimental condition and cells with low latent dimension values are likely to come from the control experiment. These labels are used as the Raw Experimental Signal (RES). (c) MELD identifies an Enhanced Experimental Signal (EES) in each cluster. (d) Comparing the EES to the ground truth Latent Dimension, we find very strong correlation between the EES and the true experimental signal.
**Figure S2:** Source Separation and Parameter Analysis with the MELD filter. (a) A raw experimental signal (center) is obtained that is a binarized observation of a low frequency latent signal (top left), a medium frequency latent signal (top middle), and high frequency noise (top right). Analysis of the RES alone is intractable as it is corrupted by noise and experimental binarization. MELD low-pass filters (bottom left) to separate a longitudinal trajectory and band-pass filters (bottom right) to yield the periodic signature of the medium frequency latent signal. Parameters used for this analysis are supplied beneath the corresponding arrows. (b) Reconstruction penalty $\beta$ controls a low-pass filter. For this demonstration, $\alpha = 0$, $\rho = 1$. This filter is equivalent to Laplacian regularization. (c) Order $\rho$ controls the filter squareness. This parameter is used in the low-pass filter of (a). For this demonstration, $\beta = 1$, $\alpha = 0$. (d) Band-pass modulation via $\alpha$. When $\rho$ is even valued, $\alpha$ modulates the central frequency of a band-pass filter. This parameter is used in (a) to separate a medium-frequency source from a low-frequency source. (e) $\alpha$ and $\rho$ combine to make square band-pass filters. For (d) and (e), $\beta = 1$. (f) Negative values of $\rho$ yield a high-pass filter. For (b-f), Laplacian harmonics for a general normalized Laplacian are plotted on the x-axis. The frequency response of the filter given by the colored parameters is on the y-axis.
Figure S3: MELD can capture a ground-truth non-linear gene expression signature. (a) To demonstrate the ability for MELD to capture non-linear, and non-monotonic gene expression signatures, we simulated a simple 100-dimensional dataset with two terminal cell states connected by an intermediate, transitional spectrum of cells with added noise. The true latent experimental dimension (corresponding to the progression instigated by an experimental condition) is a smooth progression from the left to the right terminal cell state. (b) To simulate the results of noisy experimental sampling of these cell populations, we assigned experimental labels to cells such that cells with high latent dimension values are more likely to come from the experimental condition and cells with low latent dimension values are likely to come from the control experiment. These labels are used as the Raw Experimental Signal (RES). (c) MELD identifies an Enhanced Experimental Signal (EES). (d) Comparing the EES to the ground truth experimental dimension, we find very strong recovery of the true experimental signal. (e) To simulate a non-linear gene expression pattern of a single gene, we created an artificial gene expression signal that is low in the terminal cell states, but peaks in the intermediate transitional cells. (f) Plotting the expression of the artificial gene as a function of the true experimental dimension, we can observe the non-linear nature of the artificial expression signal. (g) Using only the sample labels to characterize expression of this gene in our simulated dataset, we observe no difference in expression of the gene between conditions. (h) Only when plotting the expression as a function of the enhance experimental signal can we observe the non-linear nature of the expression. This would be hidden without MELD.
**Figure S4:** Vertex-Frequency clustering with MELD. A Gaussian mixture model was used to generate $N = 1000$ points in a mixture of three Gaussian distributions. This experiment is representative of a two-cell type experiment (split by Dim 2) in which one sample changes (bottom clusters) along Dim 1 due to the experiment while the other remains mixed (top clusters). (a) k-Means clustering separates the left and right experimental groups but splits the upper group erroneously. (b) Spectral clustering replicates the performance of k-Means in this example. (c) Louvain modularity clustering splits the mixture into five groups, with the same lower separations as before but with three groups in the upper cell type. (d) Vertex-Frequency clustering recovers a new cluster type. Briefly, the RES (left) is used for (1) a windowed graph Fourier Transform to obtain vertex-frequency information (above, logarithmically downsampled for clarity) and (2) MELD, which generates a continuous profile of the simulated experimental effect. These measures are concatenated together and clustered with k-Means. The clusters (right) separate the two cell types (purple and green/red/blue), and finds a separate grouping of cells that are in transition from green to blue, shown in red. One may see that in the spectrogram the green and blue groups are found on relatively low frequency patterns (bottom half of spectrogram, mostly black bands), whereas the medium frequency transition is well separated (middle of bottom bands). The well-mixed, nonresponsive population is entirely high frequency (top half).
**Figure S5:** Characterization of vertex-frequency clusters in the Tailbud - Presomitic Mesoderm Cluster (a) Raw vertex-frequency cluster assignments on a PHATE visualization. (b) Normalized expression of previously identified marker genes of possible subtypes of the Tailbud - Presomitic Mesoderm. The color of the dot for each gene in each cluster indicates the expression level after MAGIC and the size of the dot corresponds to the normalized Wasserstein distance between expression within cluster to all other clusters. (c) Average z-score transformed expression of genes associated with each cell type is plotted on a PHATE visualization of the Tailbud - Presomitic Mesoderm Cluster.
Figure S6: Analysis of pancreatic islet cells from three donors. (a) Library-size normalized expression of insulin (INS), glucagon (GCG), and somatostatin (SST) shows donor-specific batch effect across islet cells. (b) Normalized expression of previously identified marker genes of alpha, beta, and delta cells\cite{35} in each cluster. The color of the dot for each gene in each cluster indicates the expression level after MAGIC and the size of the dot corresponds to the normalized Wasserstein distance between expression within cluster to all other clusters. (c) Results of Enrichr\cite{26} gene set enrichment of 491 signature genes identified in at least one cell-type shows strong enrichment for genes in the interferon signalling pathways.
Figure S7: Analysis of islet cell profiles across donors. (a) The RES and EES associated with each donor from which islet cells were obtained. (b) Comparison of the EES values within each vertex frequency cluster identifies changes in enrichment for each cluster in various donors.
Figure S8: VFC comparisons on the non-monotonic branch data geometry. (a) The sample labels, EES, and clustering results from one representative simulation. (b) The Adjusted Rand Score of each method as a function of the region of the branch that is enriched. This region is expressed as a proportion of the branch that is either enriched or depleted. This region is evenly divided into thirds to create the ground truth signal for EES and VFC quantification. We observe that the large spread in scores in this case is related to the interval width. Across large ranges of enriched region sizes, VFC outperforms comparison methods. Phenograph was not included in this analysis because of it performed the worst in the cross-dataset comparison.